Software Development Engineer
Salary £20-30k+ (depending on experience)
Lineal Software Solutions Ltd
November 2020
Lineal Software is excited to announce this unique opportunity to join its growing team of software developers,
so ask yourself:
•
•
•

Do you have energy, drive and ambition?
Do you want to have a career where you are pushed to explore?
Do you know how to problem solve under pressure?

Based in North Devon there is an ideal opportunity for the right candidate and will provide an exceptional
opportunity to work in a progressive, thriving company with excellent potential for future growth.
The successful applicant will work with Lineal Software on the development of their flagship “SQLWorks”
software, a business software suite including accounts, stock control, CRM and more. The candidate will be
involved in work across all areas of the development process. With a desire to learn and engage, the successful
candidate will benefit from a broad range of business experience. In time Lineal will look to the candidate to
respond proactively without guidance and manage their own development projects.
The multifaceted development process employed at Lineal leads to a requirement of a wide range of
programming skills and general IT competency, as a result a wide range of skills can be beneficial and Lineal will
consider applicants at all stages of their career. Working directly with clients the successful applicant will cover
the entire range of software design, from the conceptual level through to GUI design and optimisation. As
Lineal develops its reach into web delivery, experience with current web and network technologies is also an
advantage.
The candidate will be expected to enter into a training program that can include sessions and attendance at
international conferences. In time the candidate will be able to shape and determine the nature of their own
training programme within the company. The right candidate will be encouraged to work with and regularly
visit existing clients nationally, for this reason a full and valid drivers licence is desirable.
Applicants should have the following competencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proven qualification in Software Engineering or a related discipline – candidates without BSc will be
considered but must have strong A-Level or equivalent or foundation degree.
Relevant industry experience – including work placements would be highly advantageous, either at
client side or development end.
Excellent demonstratable programming skills.
Be inquisitive, self-motivated and dynamic with the desire and ability to develop a deep
understanding of the Lineal and its customers.
Possess excellent administration skills, and the ability to work effectively as part of a team as well as
with all levels of staff.
The ability to prioritise and work to deadlines under pressure
Knowledge and experience of a recognised OO programming language.
The ability to develop innovative solutions to problems.
Flexible and enthusiastic.

To apply, please send a CV and covering letter to:
Lineal Software, Commercial House, 11 The Strand, Barnstaple, Devon, EX31 1EU or email: jobs@lineal.co.uk

